This paper describes the transformation of -terms from continuation-passing style (CPS) to direct style. This transformation is the left inverse of Plotkin's left-toright call-by-value CPS encoding for the pure -calculus. Not all -terms are CPS terms, and not all CPS terms encode a left-to-right callby-value evaluation. These CPS terms are characterized here; they can be mapped back to direct style. In addition, the two transformations | to continuationpassing style and to direct style | are factored using a language where all intermediate values are named and their computation is sequentialized. The issue of proper tail-recursion is also addressed.
1 From direct style to continuation-passing style and back
The BNF of the pure (direct-style) -calculus reads as follows. 2 Ide | identi ers Figure 1 presents a one-pass continuation-passing style (CPS) transformer for the pure -calculus with call-by-value evaluation from left to right. This transformer is an optimized version of Plotkin's CPS transformer 21]. It was derived in an earlier work 8] and is only rephrased slightly here to match the syntactic domains. The result of transforming a DS term r into CPS is given by C r] ].
These equations can be read as a two-level speci cation a la Nielson and Nielson 19 ] and thus they can be transliterated in any functional-programming language. Operationally, the overlined 's and @'s correspond to functional abstractions and applications in the translation program (and coincide with the so-called \administrative reductions" 21]), while the underlined 's and @'s represent abstract-syntax constructors. 1 The corresponding BNF of CPS terms reads as follows. The distinction between \serious" and \trivial" expressions is due to Reynolds 22] . Serious terms are passed a continuation | their evaluation may diverge. Trivial terms are passed to a continuation | their evaluation cannot diverge. A CPS term encodes an evaluation order | here call-by-value | but it also encodes a sequencing order | here from left to right. This sequencing order imposes occurrence conditions over the formal parameters of continuations. The conditions for left-to-right callby-value are reproduced in Figure 2 . Transforming a DS term r with C yields a CPS term that satis es the judgement`C Root C r] ] since the transformation C encodes left-to-right call-by-value. Such a CPS term can be mapped back to direct style with the transformation D of Figure 4 The logical presentation makes it more apparent that for satisfactory CPS terms, the substitution carried out with an environment in Figure 4 can actually be carried out with a stack in Figure 5 . But most CPS terms break the stack discipline of Figure This unsatisfactory CPS term, however, can be rewritten as another one satisfying the occurrence conditions of Figure 2 where we have used brackets instead of parentheses to improve readability. The rewriting is simply an -expansion in CPS, ensuring that (g x) is evaluated before (f x).
Staging the CPS and the DS transformations
The e ect of the CPS transformation can be separated into stages 6, 16, 26] . Starting with a DS term, all intermediate values can be named with a let form, their computation can be sequentialized, and all trivial terms can be coerced into serious ones with a return form. Then continuations can be introduced without any further syntax shu ing. Figure 6 Figure 2 ) undoes the encoding of Figure 6 and thus yields a DS term (see Figure 8 for details 3 ). Translating the let form as s @ ( v:e) amounts to introducing continuations and thus yields a CPS term (see Figure 9 for details).
The situation is summarized in the following diagram. The mapping between CPS terms and intermediate terms is a bijection 14]. The intermediate terms coincide with Moggi's \monadic" language, B in Figure 8 corresponds to the identity monad, and F in Figure 9 corresponds to the continuation monad 11, 13, 18] . Finally, coercing a CPS term into another one that satis es the occurrence conditions over the parameters of continuations, i.e., -expansion, corresponds to using a strict binding construct in the DS -calculus.
Proper tail recursion
Sometimes it is important to process tail-calls properly, e.g., in the implementation of a programming language such as Scheme 4] . The transformations C and E d are not properly tail-recursive encodings. This is easily seen in the common example of Sections 1 and 2:
In the body of the -abstraction
the outer call is a tail-call | i.e., the result of this call is also the result of the call to the -abstraction. However, in the intermediate encoding, Similarly, in the CPS encoding, Sabry and Felleisen too notice and rely on the uniqueness of a continuation identi er k. Their CPS transformer also performs additional reductions for DS -redexes. In \Back to Direct Style II" 9], the unicity of k is relaxed by letting any lexically visible continuation identi er be applied, instead of only the current one. In the DS world, this amounts to introducing control operators such as call/cc to declare a rst-class continuation and throw to send a value to a rst-class continuation. More generally, relaxing the CPS texture to allow non-tail calls would amount to introducing control operators and delimiters such as shift and reset 8, 10, 11, 15] .
Other stagings of the CPS transformation are possible. For example, it is possible to (1) name intermediate values, (2) introduce named continuations, and (3) inline these continuations, obtaining a CPS term. In fact, it is even possible to factor out sequentialization from the CPS transformation by creating a new step (2'). This new step amounts to deciding in which order the intermediate continuations should be inlined. Each of these steps is reversible. This staging is described elsewhere 16] .
Intermediate languages such as the one of Section 2 are currently being investigated as an alternative to CPS. Flanagan et al. address the problem of compiling with and without continuations 12]. Finally, to have or not to have continuations can in uence the precision of ow analyses, as studied elsewhere 5, 24] .
